
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A free one day seminar style Amtgard training
Designed for beginner to intermediate level fighters with one on one 

Noon or earlier 

 Open Trench 

  This open trench will see intermittent

 

12:45 greeting and organization 

 

1pm 

 The Basics 

  These are the core skills for 

  time to go over them, ensuring that everyone has a bas

  continuing on to other courses.

 Skill level: All 

 Instructors: All 

 

2pm 

  Winning the battle game 

 Skill level: All 

 Instructor: Sir Logan, Sir Larin 

  For stick jocks casters, and all you other people ;)

  If you want cheese bring your own

  or any other hazy manipulation of 

  

 Sword and Shield 

 Skill Level: Beginner – Intermediate

 Instructors: Sir Tugen, Squire Kestral

   

 The other stuff 

 Skill Level: Beginner – Intermediate

 Instructor: Sir Tice (assisted by anyone he wants other than 

  Anything not single sword, 

  outline and you want to learn about it this will be the class.

  Bring the weapon you want to learn and we will 

 

 Female body mechanics 

 Instructor: Squire Angiel D’Winter 

  This class will cover female body mechanics and mental mindset for combat.

 

3pm break 

 

free one day seminar style Amtgard training
Designed for beginner to intermediate level fighters with one on one instructor selected session

 

intermittent activity from the instructors. 

These are the core skills for Amtgard melee combat.  You may already know them, but we will spend this 

time to go over them, ensuring that everyone has a basic grasp of Amtgard Melee combat before 

continuing on to other courses.  

, and all you other people ;) 

If you want cheese bring your own we won’t have any.  This will not include gray areas, loop 

manipulation of rules.  This is just straight up how to battle game

Intermediate 

Tugen, Squire Kestral 

Intermediate 

by anyone he wants other than committed instructors) 

not single sword, Florentine, or sword and shield; If we haven’t covered it

and you want to learn about it this will be the class. 

Bring the weapon you want to learn and we will work with you on using it more effectively.

 

ill cover female body mechanics and mental mindset for combat. 

 

free one day seminar style Amtgard training event. 
sessions later in the day. 

mtgard melee combat.  You may already know them, but we will spend this 

ic grasp of Amtgard Melee combat before  

his will not include gray areas, loop holes,  

battle game better. 

covered it in the training  

work with you on using it more effectively. 



3:15pm   

 

 Florentine 

 Skill Level:  Beginner – Intermediate 

 Instructors:  Sir Tugen and Squire Kestral 

  Fighting Florentine (Two Swords).  This will be a general class on use of the weapons,    

  appropriate aggression, and understanding the role of a Florentine fighter. 

 

 Know thy enemy  

 Skill Level: Intermediate – Advanced 

 Instructor: Sir Logan 

  Tactical discussion and practice for individual and team combat awareness. 

  Sizing up an opponent, the terrain and looking for the lynch pin that allows you to own the other team. 

 

 Single Sword  

 Skill Level: Beginner – Intermediate 

 Instructor: Sir Ice, Tentatively Sir Wyldecatt 

  Single sword is the most basic weapons style, but it is also the most important.  All the    

  major fighting styles start here.  Learning the single sword makes the other styles better.  

 

4pm break 

 

4:15 pm  

 Speed trench [All] 

 Instructors: All 

  Participants will be broken into 4 groups.  We will then run a series of 2 minute  trenches.  Winning  

  teams give no dead.  After few trenches we will regroup the teams.  This will be a fast paced battle  

  for victory and will include facing superior numbers. 

 

5pm Break 

 

5:15pm 

 1v many  

 Skill Level: Intermediate – Advanced 

 Instructors: Sir Logan, Squire Kestral]  

   1v2 then 1v5 

 

 Team fighting 

 Skill Level: Beginner – Intermediate 

 Instructors: Sir Ice, Sir Tugen 

  We will break the participants into small units, Discussion and practice of team tactics. 

 

6pm 

 Open Trench 

  Practice what you have learned on an open trench field 

  Instructors will observe and offer comments as appropriate. 

 Instructor chosen instruction 

  Instructors will work one on one with students of their choosing.  It’s ok to ask, but don’t feel too bad if  

  the instructor does not have time, we are anticipating a fair amount of attendees.  We will try to get to  

  everyone but may have our hands full. 

 

Go home when we have had enough. 



SKBC 
Sword Knight Boot Camp 

 

 

We highly encourage individuals wanting to improve their ability to; fight, practice, travel and attend events that have 

higher caliber fighters than you consider yourself to be.  We highly recommend attending Sword Knight Boot Camp.  

Information on SKBC can be found at: 

 

 Amtwiki : http://amtwiki.net/amtwiki/index.php/SKBC. 

 SKBC Home Page: http://www.swordknight.com/ 

 


